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especially at the sister level. They bring along
traditional nursing techniques in so far as they are
required, they provide a useful link with the nursing
and lay administration of the parent hospital, and
they can develop special skills of particular value in
these units, mainly involving day to day management
and the facilitation of communication between staff,
patients and families.

However, those members of staff in children's
units who spend most of their time with the young
patients and who are usually employed as nursing
assistants seem to have little to gain from their
continued association with the nursing hierarchy.
They function more like social workers than nurses.
An independent career structure linked with other
sorts of residential work with children would have
much to offer them. They could well be called:
Child Social Therapists. Like Dr. Wardle, I have
found there to be an abundance of suitable people,
often of exceptional quality, coming forward for this
type of work. The recruitment, appointment,
training and deployment of these people is entirely at
the discretion ofthe nursing administration whilst they
remain part of the nursing establishment. This can
be a satisfactory arrangement when there is real
co-operation with medical staff on these matters and
they are appointed solely for this specialized work, a
state of affairs which we happily enjoy at High Lands.
Otherwise it is not possible either to assemble or
maintain a group of suitable staff of this sort who can
function as useful members of a therapeutic team
dealing with emotionally disturbed children.

I believe that if the following practical suggestions
were to be accepted by the Health Service, the present
position would substantially improve: i. Advertisements
to be for â€˜¿�workerswith emotionally disturbed children'.
2. Selection of applicants to be by doctors as well as

nurses. 3. Visits to the unit to be arranged prior to
interview. 4. Appointments to be made specifically for
the children's unit without any obligation to work
elsewhere. 5. Hours of work to be in accordance with
the clinical requirements of the young patients, and
to be on a part-time basis when necessary. 6. Some
increase in salary over the basic rates for nursing
assistants to allow for (a) previous relevant experience
and qualifications (b) years of working in a psychiatric
in-patient unit for children 7. ResponsibiliÃ§yto be
towards doctors, established child social therapists

and nursing sisters. I would hope that the acceptance
of â€˜¿�acharter' like this would be accompanied by the
establishment of courses which these workers could
attend, possibly organized by a university social
work department, leading to a recognized qualifica
tion.
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OSCAR NEMON'S FREUD STATUE: AN
APPEAL

DEAR Sm,
This is an appeal for a personal contribution from

all of your readers who may feel that Freud's impor
tance merits that he should be commemorated by a
statue.

The Freud Statue Committee has been formed to
buy the statue based on a study of Freud and made
by Oscar Nemon in i 929 with Freud's co-operation,
and to present it to the Borough of Camden so that
it may be erected in Hampstead near where Freud
lived at the end of his life and where he died. The
Borough Council has agreed to accept it and to
erect it on a site at the junction of Fitzjohn's Avenue
and College Crescent. It is now being cast in bronze.

I personally have taken it upon myself to collect
the necessary money. It seemed appropriate first
to ask the psycho-analysts of the world to contribute
towards this project, and by making personal con
tact with my colleagues I have been able to raise
about Â£6,500 on behalf of the Committee. There
may, however, be many other psychiatrists who would
like to contribute. We aim to raise the total to about
Â£io,ooo.

It is suggested that an appropriate amount would
be the equivalent of a consultation fee, but smaller
amounts are welcome. To subscribers of Â£10 the
sculptor is giving away a desk-size bust of Freud
about 5 inches high; there is a full-length figurine
for subscribers of L's or more. Cheques should be
made payable to the Freud Statue Committee and
sent to me at 87 Chester Square, London, S.W. z.

High Lands AdolescentUnit,
ScaleborPark,
Burley-in- Wha rfedale,
Ilkley, Torkshire.
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